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What We’ll Learn This Afternoon…
Ideas for:

• using

developmentally appropriate strategies to support
oral language

• using

mentor texts & oral storytelling to facilitate the
integration of First Peoples’ content

POPEY

co-planned this workshop's objectives
in consultation with SD 81’s POPEY District Partner &
Professional Development Committee Members

remembering the foundation…

Best Practice in Supporting Oral Language Development

Why is Oral Language Important?
Through students’ talk, teachers can discover:

✓ what

students already know

✓ how

students' thinking is progressing through active listening

✓ how

students build bridges between the known and the new

From - Nancy Updegraff - Snapshots of Oral Language Development - Learning Sciences International

The Language Classroom
✦

✦

Daily open-ended questions with opportunities for many children to
participate
Model speaking in sentences and require students to answer in
complete sentences

✦

Read aloud to students daily, introducing new vocabulary as you go

✦

Scaffolded support - I read, we read, you read

✦

Speaking, listening, reading, writing activities daily

✦

Play language games

From - Nancy Updegraff - Snapshots of Oral Language Development - Learning Sciences International

BC's Curriculum -

Observe & Notice What Students
Know, Understand & Can Do

tone

asking questions

pace

exploring oral storytelling

volume

making personal connections

articulation

exchange ideas and perspectives

taking turns

using sources of information and
prior knowledge to make meaning

Adapted from - BC Curriculum - ELA Curriculum

Strategies & Routines That Foster
Oral Language Development

Effective Routines for Developing Oral Language
Students should have daily experiences with:
‣

having time to talk

‣

open-ended questions - with opportunities for all children to participate

‣

scaffolded speaking, listening, reading and writing activities

‣

discussions about independent reading & writing

‣

listening to educators model speaking in complete sentences

‣

language games, word-play activities, drama centre, role plays, sharing…

‣

using pictures to generate, reinforce & link new language and vocabulary

Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource Book - Kindergarten - Trehearne & Nancy Updegraff - Learning Sciences International

Strategies for Effective Talk
Discussion Guidelines

Buddy Book
Walk

create a set of guidelines with students about what makes
for good discussion

Sentence Stems

give students sentence starters to help them build richer vocabulary,
speak in full sentences, and interact more with one another

Talking Points

engage students by having them respond to a controversial statement,
instead of a yes/no question

Groupings

consider different ways to group students (pairs, trios, etc.) to yield
different types of conversations

Oracy in the Classroom: Strategies for Effective Talk - Edutopia

Discussion Guidelines
create a set of guidelines with your table
group about what makes for good discussion

Discussion Guidelines

Strategies for Effective Talk

Buddy Book
Walk

Discussion Guidelines

create a set of guidelines with students about what makes
for good discussion
always respect each others’ ideas
invite someone to contribute by asking a question
give proof of listening
clarify, challenge, summarize, and build on each others’ ideas
be prepared to change your mind

Oracy in the Classroom: Strategies for Effective Talk - Edutopia

Strategies for Effective Talk

Buddy Book
Walk

Sentence Stems

give students sentence starters to help them build richer vocabulary,
speak in full sentences, and interact more with one another

I think…
Linking to…
I agree / disagree with…
What do you mean by…?
teach students to build on
what others are saying
Oracy in the Classroom: Strategies for Effective Talk - Edutopia

Would You
Rather?

Talking Points

engage students by having them respond to a controversial statement,
instead of a yes/no question

✓convince your partner that your ‘argument’ is a good one, by using your
opinion, personal experience, data, examples, etc.

Activities from - Speaker’s Box - Learning Resources

C

from POPEY Student Friendly Core Competencies Overview

Communication
Connect and
engage with
others (to share
and develop
ideas)

Acquire,
interpret, and
present
information
(includes
inquiries)

Collaborate to
plan, carry out,
and review
constructions
and activities

Explain/recount
and reflect on
experiences and
accomplishments

C

Communication

I ask and respond to simple, direct questions.
I am an active listener; I can ask the speaker questions and make connections.
I recognize that there are different points-of-view and I can disagree
respectfully.
I can understand and share information about a topic that is important to me.
I plan and present information clearly and in an organized way.
I can present information and ideas to different audiences.
I can plan and complete activities with others; I do my share.
I can take on roles and responsibilities in a group
I can express my ideas and I encourage others to express theirs.
I give, receive, and act on feedback.
I can talk about my learning experiences and activities.
I can show and/or tell how my learning connects to my experiences and efforts.

POPEY I Statements Posters

Highlights of Strategies to Support
model
:how to retell instructions
:reading, miming, repeating &/
or illustrating stories
-using drawings, pictures,
gestures etc.

prompt
:explaining word meanings to
each other
-oral explanations
-discuss topics of learning

:retelling of instructions to a
peer

:use of open ended questions

-who, what, where, when, why &
how

:use of higher level questions &
answers during discussions

:how to adjust the speed &
level of language

Adapted from - POPEY Literacy Instructional Strategies

:practicing how to develop
ideas by thinking aloud
:using illustrations in writing

provide
:many opportunities for
conversation - with different
partners & for different
purposes

:many opportunities for
students to talk to peers about
texts they’ve read & written

:information in a variety of
different formats
-visual, oral & graphical

Using Mentor Texts &
Oral Storytelling
To Facilitate Integration of First Peoples’ Content

Daily Book Talks
The teacher models and demonstrates topics or questions
during daily informal conversations about books:

I liked it when...
I didn't understand when...
My favourite part was...
I thought it was funny when...
I liked...
S/he was really...
I learned about...
I think the character was sad because...
This story reminded me of the time when I...
From - Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

Mentor Text Read-Aloud
Buddy
Book Walk

image from Strong Nations Publishing

Book
Talk!

Think about the story “What’s My Superpower?”
Use these sentence stems to discuss the book with your reading partner

I liked it when...
I didn't understand when...
My favourite part was...
I thought it was funny when...
I liked...
S/he was really...
I learned about...
I think the character was sad because...
This story reminded me of the time when I...

What’s YOUR
Superpower?

✓reflect on what makes you SPECIAL - what do you think is your
SUPERPOWER?

✓ with your group or partner, talk about the things that makes you SPECIAL &
what your SUPERPOWER might be
think about:

Separates the
formulating of
sentences from the
difficult task of
writing sentences

something you are strong at
‣ where you come from (your heritage)
‣ something you believe in
‣ something that you would do all day (if you could)!
‣

✓turn yourself into a superhero - like Nalvana

I have SUPERPOWERS!

image from here

By:____________________________

I have SUPERPOWERS!

By: ________________________________________________________

PS

Positive Personal and Cultural Identity

Relationships
and cultural
concepts

Personal
values and
choices

Personal
strengths and
abilities
from POPEY Student Friendly Core Competencies Overview

PS

Positive Personal and Cultural Identity

I know my name. I know that I am different and/or unique from other people.
I am able to identify the different groups that I belong to.
I can describe my family, home, and the people and/or places that make up my community.
I have pride in who I am. I know that my identity is made up of different parts.
(such as family, communities, school, friends, heritage)
I can identify people, places and things that are important to me.
I can explain what I like and dislike. I am able to explain what interests me.
I can explain what I believe in, and how my beliefs affect choices I make.
I understand how my beliefs and/or values shape my choices.
I can tell how some important aspects of my life have been influenced by my values.
I understand that learning takes patience and time.
I can identify my individual characteristics.
I can identify my strengths and use them to contribute positively to my community.
I can describe and take pride in my positive qualities, traits and/or skills.
I understand that I can work hard to develop new skills and traits that will help me meet new challenges.

POPEY I Statements Posters

Listening & Speaking
Students learn by listening AND responding
to others.

interaction is key - in order to gain deeper understanding
interactive skills help:
★ to

create good dialogue

★ to

make collaboration possible

★ to

facilitate problem-solving

Adapted from - The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum Expanded Edition - Fountas & Pinnell

Listening Strategy
Look for an isolated spot - preferably outdoors
several minutes of silence & reflection

imagine yourself in a situation
where listening really matters
✦ find

a comfortable position & make sure your hands are empty

✦ close
✦ stay

your eyes - or concentrate on a single point
still, no talking, no eye contact with others

Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

Listening Strategy
What were your impressions?

What sounds did you hear?
Did you learn anything about this area by listening so intently?
Were any sounds surprising or unexpected?
What was going through your mind when you were listening & concentrating?
Were you relieved or disappointed when listening time was over?

Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

Silence is Golden
‣in traditional First Peoples cultures - silence has value & purpose
✓showing respect
✓training & discipline - particularly warriors & hunters
✓strengthening body & mind
‣provides opportunities for personal reflection
‣some of your First Nations students may have learned how to use
silence as part of the thinking & learning process

Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

Storytelling
Stories are not only entertaining - they help us learn.

Through stories and songs, First Nations keep their
history alive & pass it on to the next generations.

‣ in traditional First Peoples cultures - silence has value & purpose
✓showing respect
✓training & discipline - particularly warriors & hunters
✓strengthening body & mind

From - The Learning Circle: Classroom Activities on First Nations in Canada - Ages 4-7 - Government of Canada

All About Animals
‣ reflect on your favourite animal

• why is it your favourite?
• what traits of the animal do you admire?
• would you want to BE that animal? Why or why not?

‣ talk with your group about your favourite animal

• what it looks like, what it sounds like, why it is your favourite
‣ reflect & discuss how you could make your body look like your animal

• curled up like a cat
• panting like a dog
• hopping like a frog…
‣ what can you learn from your animal? What are some of the qualities of
your animal that can help you to be a better person?

• loyalty
• patience
• protective…

Adapted from - Sometimes I Feel Like a Fox - WITS

Read-Aloud

image from - amazon.ca

Sometimes
I Feel Like…

‣ think back to your favourite animal
• why is it your favourite?
• what traits of the animal do you admire?
• would you want to BE that animal? Why or why not?
‣ discuss how being like that animal would help your class - what positive
contributions would he/she make?

‣ make your own animal mask to represent your animal

Adapted from - Sometimes I Feel Like a Fox - WITS

Communication
Connect and
engage with
others (to share
and develop ideas)
Collaborate to
plan, carry out,
and review
constructions
and activities

Critical Thinking

Acquire,
interpret, and
present
information
(includes
inquiries)

Analyze
and
critique

Explain/recount
and reflect on
experiences and
accomplishments

Develop
and design
Creative Thinking

Novelty
and value

Generating
ideas

Developing
ideas
From - BC Curriculum - Core Competencies

Question
and
investigate

Positive Personal and Cultural Identity

Relationships
and cultural
concepts

Personal
values and
choices

Personal
strengths and
abilities

From - BC Curriculum - Core Competencies

Personal Awareness and Responsibility

Selfdetermination

Social Responsibility

Contributing to
the community
and caring for
the environment

Solving
problems in
peaceful
ways

Valuing
diversity

Building
relationships

Selfregulation

Well-being

Talking Circles
Talking Circles are a foundational approach to
First Nations pedagogy.
It is a routine that encourages dialogue, respect & co-creation of learning

sit in a circle
whoever is holding the Talking Stick speaks - everyone else listens
pass the stick in a clock-wise direction to take turns
everyone has a chance to speak - but not everyone has to
there is no time limit - but everyone is respectful of time
what is said in the circle stays in the circle
we respect & honour the contributions of each member of the circle

Adapted from - Talking Circles - First Nations Pedagogy Online

This Afternoon we Looked at…
Ideas for:
• using

developmentally appropriate strategies to support
oral language

• using

mentor texts & oral storytelling to facilitate the
integration of First Peoples’ content

“Language is the way we negotiate our world.
School plays a vital part in using language as a
tool for leaning and expanding language to
wider communication.”

From- The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum Expanded Edition - Fountas & Pinnell

Integrating First Peoples’ Content
texts can be useful to present authentic First Peoples’
voices & culture
incorporate First Peoples’ story telling techniques
opportunities for cross-curricular & Core Competencies
integration

Strong Nations Publishing
Core Competencies Connections

adapted from - FNESC - Authentic First Peoples Resources

Authentic First Peoples’ Resources

BC ERAC Aboriginal Resources

POPEY
Provincial Outreach Program
for the Early Years

Sasha Žekulin

www.popey.ca

sasha@popey.ca

additional resources to support today’s learning
are at the back of the eHandout

@POPEYBC

popeybc

pinterest.ca/popeybc

Sources

unless otherwise noted, images from:

Info Links
more info links are available on our website

Educlips
Presenter Media

Time for Talk Resource Package: Department of Education - Western Australia
In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC
The Learning Circle: Classroom Activities on First Nations in Canada - Ages 4-7 - Government of Canada
Sometimes I Feel Like a Fox - WITS
Talking Circles - First Nations Pedagogy Online

Videos
more videos are available on our website

Oracy in the Classroom
Boring Economics Teacher - Ferris Bueller’s Day Off

Storyblocks

unless otherwise noted, images from:

Books

Educlips
Presenter Media
Storyblocks

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell
Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten Teachers - Trehearne
Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne
Building Speech and Language Capacity - Calgary Catholic School District
How the Brain Learns to Read - Sousa
The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete
Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Nancy Updegraff - Snapshots of Oral Language Development - Learning Sciences International Presentation

Keepers of the Animals - Native American Stories and Wildlife Activities for Children
We Are All Connected Series - Strong Nations Publishing

Additional Information
& Support

Students Learn By Talking
“Talking represents the
student’s thinking.
We engage students in
conversation that is
grounded in a variety of
texts - those that
students read, hear
read aloud, or write and that expands their
ability to comprehend
ideas and use language
to share thinking.”

-Fountas & Pinnell

Comprehensive Literacy Framework
Word Work

Concepts of Print
Phonological Awareness
Letter Knowledge & Sounds
High Frequency Words
Vocabulary
Spelling & Word Study

Reading

Writing

Active Read Aloud

Modelled Writing

Shared Reading

Shared/Interactive Writing

Guided Reading

Guided Writing

Independent Reading

Independent Writing
Oral Language

Adapted From - Guided Reading Basics - Jamison Rog & The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell

Effective Techniques for Reading Instruction
The Six Elements of Effective Reading Instruction

1. Every child reads something he/she chooses.
2. Every child reads accurately.
3. Every child reads something he/she understands.
4. Every child writes about something personally meaningful.
5. Every child talks with peers about reading and writing.
6. Every child listens to a fluent adult read aloud.

From -

Every Child, Every Day, Allington & Gabriel: Educational Leadership, March 2012

Daily Literacy-Based Activities for Developing Oral Language
teacher read-alouds
shared reading
discussions about independent reading
‣comprehension conversations

shared writing
interactive writing
discussions about independent writing
Morning Meeting
Closing Circle
games, songs, poems, word-play activities, drama centre, role plays, sharing…
Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource Book - Kindergarten - Trehearne

Visuals are Vital!
80% of students today are visual learners

Use pictures to...

• generate new language
• reinforce and link vocabulary
• develop detail
• help students link visual and verbal

Adapted from - How the Brain Learns to Read - Sousa & Nancy Updegraff - Learning Sciences International

Language and Vocabulary

‣ Learning is a thought process
‣ We think in language
‣ To do more complex thinking - we need depth of vocabulary

Teaching & learning of vocabulary needs to be intentional.

Adapted from - Nancy Updegraff - Snapshots of Oral Language Development - Learning Sciences International

Social Communication
Language for social communication allows children:

✓to work and play together
✓to value each other
✓to manage their relationships
In social situations language is used to:

enter and leave interactions
negotiate
agree and disagree
offer opinions
provide explanations
initiate and respond to verbal exchanges
From - Time for Talk Resource Package: Department of Education - Western Australia

The Morning Meeting

•

helps children feel welcome

•

sets the tone for the day

•

creates a climate of trust

•

increases student confidence and investment in learning

•

provides a meaningful context for teaching and practicing academic skills

•

encourages cooperation, inclusion

•

improves children’s communication skills

•

room for great variation from day to day, within a very predictable format

From - The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete

The Morning Meeting Format

Greeting –

children greet each other

(handshakes, clapping, singing, etc.)

Sharing - students

share some news of interest & respond to each other

(e.g. Summer Souvenir Sharing)

Group Activity

– whole class does a short activity together, building
class cohesion through active participation
News & Announcements –

students develop language skills and learn
about the events in the day ahead by reading/discussing a daily
message posted by their teacher (doubles as reading/writing instruction)

From - The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete

Dramatic Play / Oral Language Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

structure of story
planning & creating stories
literary elements and devices
oral language strategies
reading strategies
exploration of oral storytelling processes

useful for improving reading comprehension and fluency
encourages creative expression and social interactions
supports listening, speaking, and thinking skills

Student Reflection & Self-Assessment
options for student engagement and activities

charts/sorting activities
✦ collages
✦ collections
✦ comic strips
✦ dioramas/displays/models
✦ dramatic presentations
✦ graphic organizers
✦ illustrations
✦ interviews
✦ letters
✦

lists
✦ photos
✦ podcasts
✦ poems
✦ puppet shows
✦ questions and conversations
✦ oral reflections
✦ stories - original or reimagining
✦ videos
✦ visual timelines
✦

adapted from - POPEY Planning Strategies to Consider and - Supporting the Self-Assessment and Reporting of Core Competencies - Ministry of Education

Options for Assessment
Through

Observe & Notice What Students
Know, Understand & Can Do

✓ tone

✓ interactions

✓ pace
✓ volume
✓ articulation
✓ taking

turns

✓ asking

questions

✓ exploring

oral storytelling
✓ making personal connections
✓ exchange
✓ using

ideas and perspectives

sources of information and prior
knowledge to make meaning

with peers

✓ listening

to how children talk
about their own learning

✓ stories,

role-plays, sharing, selfevaluations

✓ listening

to children's book
responses

✓ use

of language strategies to
support reading and writing

Adapted from: Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten & Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne & BC Curriculum - ELA Curriculum

Why Use Storytelling?
The stories of Elders & storytellers prompt the listener
to reflect on the story and its meanings.

‣ stories are essential to the oral tradition of First Nations
✓ they can become an important part of the classroom
✓ builds memory, reading, oral language, writing skills & imagination
‣ repetition is very important
✓ tell stories over and over again
✓ the stories need to be “felt”
‣ stories based on memories & anecdotes are as effective
✓ stories don’t all have to be traditional legends
✓ as the narrator - rehearse the story & identify critical elements
✓ help the story to come alive for the students by rehearsing & encouraging
participation
From - The Learning Circle: Classroom Activities on First Nations in Canada - Ages 4-7 - Government of Canada

What Do We Need to Know?
Examining First Peoples’ Stories
Traditional & contemporary First Peoples stories are told for different purposes, including:

‣ teaching - life lessons, responsibilities, rites of passage…
‣ sharing creation stories
‣ creating a recording of personal, family, & community histories
‣ creating a “map” of the geography, history & resources of an area
‣ ensuring cultural continuity (maintaining knowledge of ancestors, language…)
‣healing
‣ entertainment

Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

Oral Tradition & Listening
Maintenance of this tradition is critical

Effective integration of First Peoples texts
allows students hear these stories in oral form.
‣ integration of First Peoples texts allows students to hear these stories in oral form
‣ students will begin to fully appreciate the importance of the living oral tradition
‣ students will begin to fully appreciate the importance of the living oral tradition
‣ listening skills are vital to First Peoples teaching & learning
‣ listening is the first step in committing story & important information to memory

Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

Storytelling in the Classroom
Aboriginal cultures pass knowledge from generation to
generation through an oral tradition.

‣ provide opportunities for students to hear stories directly from Aboriginal
Elders or storytellers
✓ have students learn the stories & retell them to others
‣ have pairs of students take turns sharing stories
✓ have students notice their behaviour when listening - share strategies with the class
‣ review listening behaviours
✓ determine with the kids which strategies are helpful to both speaker & listener

Adapted from - Shared Learnings: Integrating BC Aboriginal Content - K-10 - BC Ministry of Education

continued…

Storytelling in the Classroom

…continued

‣ have students identify oral & written forms of communication
✓ storytelling, audio recording, radio, television news, podcasts…
✓ paper/pencil, books, magazines, newspaper, online…
‣ have a class discussion about the difference between oral & written
✓ students can draw, write, act out examples of each
‣ introduce students to speaker symbols used by Aboriginal Peoples
✓ feather, talking stick…
✓ discuss protocols - only person holding object speaks, Elders speak first, no time limit
✓ students can create their own speaker symbol
✓ use speaker symbols with the students

Adapted from - Shared Learnings: Integrating BC Aboriginal Content - K-10 - BC Ministry of Education

Connecting Learning to the Land
Look for opportunities to take learning outside

‣ nature walk
‣ outdoor story reading
‣ study of local habitat or environment
‣ outdoor learning can:

✓ help address the needs of those students who thrive in an environment outside the classroom
✓ provide opportunities for experiential learning
✓ strengthen respect for the environment & connect to the Core Competencies
✓ foster healthy living

Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

Creating a Talking Stick
Materials

a nice wooden stick - 15-40 cm in length
feathers (natural bird feathers are best, if possible)
beads
leather
soft fur
acrylic paints & brushes
soft cloth, paper towel &/or a tea towel
sandpaper (cut in to squares)
craft glue
Adapted from - How to Make a Talking Stick - Raven Speaks & image from - First Nations Pedagogy

Creating a Talking Stick
Discussion
‣ look at examples of talking sticks
• online images
• artifacts (if available)
• one you’ve made
‣ discuss with the class what could be on the class talking stick
• feathers, string, beads…
• what other elements from nature from your neighbourhood could be included?
‣ discuss what could be on their personal talking sticks
• meaningful or favourite items

Adapted from - How to Make a Talking Stick - Raven Speaks & image from - here

Creating a Talking Stick
Collecting Materials

go on a walk & explore!
‣ go to an area where it is acceptable to collect items found in nature
• neighbourhood around the school
• natural woodland
• beach
‣ look for natural items to use in the creation of the talking sticks
• dead wood/branches on the ground
• seeds
• feathers dropped by birds
• leaves
• seed pods

Adapted from - How to Make a Talking Stick - Raven Speaks

Creating a Talking Stick
Assembling the Talking Stick
‣ brainstorm character traits they would like for their talking stick
• honesty
• bravery
• understanding
• patience
• good communicator
• reflective

‣ encourage students to think about the power of the items they found outside

First Nations people decorate their talking sticks with
meaningful items that are symbolic and personal.
Adapted from - How to Make a Talking Stick - Raven Speaks & image from - here

Aboriginal Peoples honour Mother Earth in
giving thanks for everything she offers.

Explain & model how to offer thanks to
the land once something is picked up.

Adapted from - How to Make a Talking Stick - Raven Speaks

